
Knight of Darkness: Lords of Avalon - The
Ultimate Guide to the Game's Story,
Characters, and Gameplay
Knight of Darkness: Lords of Avalon is a dark fantasy role-playing game
developed by Gameloft and released in 2009. The game tells the story of
Sir Mordred, the illegitimate son of King Arthur, who is chosen by the Lady
of the Lake to become the Knight of Darkness and defeat the evil sorcerer,
Morgana. Knight of Darkness features a deep and engaging story, a large
cast of characters, and a variety of gameplay elements, including action,
stealth, and puzzle-solving.

Story

The story of Knight of Darkness begins in the kingdom of Camelot, where
King Arthur rules as a wise and benevolent leader. However, Arthur's
illegitimate son, Mordred, is secretly plotting against him. Mordred is
consumed by jealousy and ambition, and he believes that he is the rightful
heir to the throne. When Morgana, a powerful sorceress, offers Mordred
her help in overthrowing Arthur, Mordred eagerly accepts.
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With Morgana's assistance, Mordred gathers a group of followers and
launches an attack on Camelot. Arthur is killed in the battle, and Mordred
seizes the throne. However, Mordred's reign is short-lived. Morgana
betrays him and uses her magic to turn him into a monster. Mordred is then
cast into the Abyss, a realm of darkness and despair.

Years later, the Lady of the Lake appears to Mordred and offers him a
chance at redemption. She tells him that he can become the Knight of
Darkness and defeat Morgana. Mordred accepts her offer and sets out on a
journey to find the Sword of Darkness, the only weapon that can harm
Morgana. Along the way, Mordred meets a group of companions who help
him on his quest. These companions include Lancelot, Guinevere, and
Merlin. Together, they must face the forces of darkness and defeat
Morgana.

Characters

Knight of Darkness features a large cast of characters, each with their own
unique abilities and personalities. The following is a brief overview of some
of the most important characters in the game:

Sir Mordred: The protagonist of the game, Mordred is the illegitimate
son of King Arthur. He is a skilled warrior and a powerful sorcerer.
Mordred is driven by a desire for revenge against Morgana and a
desire to redeem himself for his past actions.

Lady of the Lake: A mysterious and powerful sorceress, the Lady of
the Lake is the one who chooses Mordred to become the Knight of
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Darkness. She guides Mordred on his journey and provides him with
the Sword of Darkness.

Lancelot: A legendary knight of the Round Table, Lancelot is a skilled
swordsman and a loyal friend to Mordred. Lancelot helps Mordred on
his quest to defeat Morgana.

Guinevere: The beautiful wife of King Arthur, Guinevere is a kind and
compassionate woman. She helps Mordred on his quest to defeat
Morgana and eventually becomes his lover.

Merlin: A powerful wizard, Merlin is a close advisor to the Lady of the
Lake. He helps Mordred on his quest to defeat Morgana by providing
him with magical assistance.

Morgana: The evil sorceress who betrays Mordred and turns him into
a monster. Morgana is a powerful enemy who will stop at nothing to
achieve her goals.

Gameplay

Knight of Darkness is an action role-playing game that features a variety of
gameplay elements, including combat, stealth, and puzzle-solving. The
game's combat system is fast-paced and allows players to use a variety of
attacks and abilities to defeat their enemies. Players can also use stealth to
avoid enemies or sneak up on them for a surprise attack. In addition, the
game features a variety of puzzles that players must solve in order to
progress.

One of the most unique features of Knight of Darkness is its "darkness"
system. Players can use darkness to their advantage by using it to sneak
up on enemies or heal themselves. However, if players use too much



darkness, they will become corrupted and eventually turn into a monster.
Players must carefully manage their use of darkness in order to succeed in
the game.

Reception

Knight of Darkness received positive reviews from critics upon its release.
The game was praised for its engaging story, large cast of characters, and
variety of gameplay elements. However, the game was also criticized for its
repetitive combat and lack of innovation. Overall, Knight of Darkness is a
solid action role-playing game that is worth checking out if you are a fan of
the genre.

Legacy

Knight of Darkness has had a lasting impact on the action role-playing
game genre. The game's unique darkness system has been copied by a
number of other games, and the game's story and characters have been
praised by critics and fans alike. Knight of Darkness is a classic action role-
playing game that is still enjoyed by many players today.

Knight of Darkness: Lords of Avalon is a dark fantasy role-playing game
that tells the story of Mordred, the illegitimate son of King Arthur. The game
features a deep and engaging story, a large cast of characters, and a
variety of gameplay elements. Knight of Darkness is a classic action role-
playing game that is still enjoyed by many players today.
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In the annals of rodeo history, the name Bill Smith stands tall as one of
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